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Abstract:-
The word ‘LEADER’ consists of so many characteristics. But in the case of a political leadership, mass people assume the particular leader only to be eloquent orally. Especially in the recent scenario of political periphery in our country, if would not be wrong to say that the assumption is totally inappropriate. Along with the communication expertise, a leader should be a visionary, resilient, confident, courageous, a prompt decision maker etc. Besides these skills, if a leader does have passion and compassion, it would be a perfect combination for being a high-statured human being. One of the finest states in the north-eastern part of India, Tripura gave birth to so many leaders in her lap. The most relevant name in the recent political arena of the state is Sudip Roy Barman, who is an engineer and an advocate in his academics, having a well known family background of high portfolio.

An unbeatable MLA for six times in the prestigious seat of 6 No. Agartala, Sudip babu is embellished with some rare qualities which should be ascertained and also be hailed publicly.
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Introduction:-
A youth of 57 years having 5.11ft of height, wearing sunglasses in his eyes, a tri-colour ‘Uttariya’ garlanded around his neck, generally having ‘Punjabi’ as outfit, Sudip Roy Barman has a charismatic persona which attracts thousands of onlookers at once. The strength of his resilience makes the common people just awestruck. If anyone would be there in his place so far, he/she would have surely been disenchanted towards politics, as this man had faced so many political problems and pressures in his life. But Sudip Roy Barman is made of another material. This is the power of resilience. Since 1998, he has been winning elections mostly on Indian National Congress (once from Trinamool, once from BJP) tickets by handsome margins. He is a confident politician whose own popularity is more accountable than whatever political parity it is to be victorious. The communication skill of Mr. Sudip Roy Barman is clearly seen while giving interviews innumerably to the National News channels. He is a fluent speaker. As well as he can interact with the mass people in the local dialects of East Bengal used by the common men of Tripura. So, it is very conspicuous to notice that Sudip Babu is passionate about this singing the most sublime talent of a human being. To discover the sensitivity of a person, his/her way of singing can be one of the finest criteria to be noticed. From the point of view the emphasis on the talents of Sudip Roy Barman should be discussed publicly. Sometimes it is heard that the political leaders do their works robotically.
People can’t see the inner delicacy and sensitivity of the leaders. But those sides of Sudip Roy Barman, a political leader of Tripura must be unearthed.

**Aims & Goals Of The Study:-**

1. To evaluate Sudip Roy Barman as a whole having a discussion of his passionate & compassionate sides.
2. To know Sudip Babu more subtly.
3. Individual talents of a popular figure should be counted while he/she would be assessed by others.

**Analysis:-**

In the present political scenario of the state Tripura, the face of Sudip Roy Barman is most discussed. Everyone knows him as an unbeatable MLA, who continue winning every election in the Legislative Assembly elections of Tripura since 1998. His father Samir Ranjan Barman was the former chief Minister of the State. The alma mater of Sudip Barman is, he passed his engineering degree from NIT Agartala from Calcutta University and he took his LLB Degree from Tripura University. Though he chose to pursue political career. The entire family is well educated having name and fame. As a political leader Sudip Babu has to Travel every corner of the state. The audience get wondered to hear his speech. Both in Bengali and English Sudip Roy Barman has an eloquency. To communicate with the common people of grass root level, he uses the local dialects of East Bengal in an interesting way. At the same time he uses both the languages; Bengali & English in an elite style. That is the uniqueness of Sudip Babu. In a lucid style, using precise and clear phrases Sudip Babu makes his audience attracted. His words carry sensitivity towards the poor section of the society.

In his young age he would sing like a rehearsed singer. In several programmes his singing seemed to create a resonance. His tone and pitch nicely articulate every word of the song as tuned as the great artist Kishore Kumar jee. Among other political leaders, such kind of skill of sudip Roy barman makes him totally different and special. His singing looks like ice breaking among all the serious faces.

In the year 1998, for the first time Sudip Babu contested in one of the most prestigious seats that is Agartala and he has been staying MLA for six times. Before 1998, he was attached with Pradesh Congress Committee officials and before this portfolio, he worked as the leader of NSUI and so many young people followed Sudip Babu getting themselves established as promising leaders in INC. Since that time till the date of 2024 Sudip Roy Barman has been holding his position as the way it is. To stay consistent in the political field for so many years is not easy especially in this decade when maximum leaders are comfortable to be political turncoats. His recentless struggle in and out of the party proves his strength of resilience. In 2019, he was dropped from the state cabinet suddenly where he had served as a minister for Tripura Health And Family welfare. As the minister he started distributing generic medicine for the patients in GB Hospital. He called frequent meetings with doctors in Govt. Hospitals of the state. The arrangements for the patients in the hospitals were remarkable. Still the people keep on discussing about the good deeds of their health minister.

As the leader of NSUI and Pradesh Congress Committee Sudip Babu organised blood donation camps regularly. Always he keeps on encouraging blood donors and tries himself to donate blood. As the president of ‘Janakalyan’, an NGO he is involved with several social works. In 2002, he participated in The National Seminar held on prevention of AIDS at New Delhi. Sudip Roy Barman is engaged in anti-dowry movement. He excels in his social works as a pioneer to distribute books among the poor and down trodden students every year. He always celebrates the birthday of his son though several social works like distributing helmets among the bikers.

The Barman family is basically a political one. So, everyone is helping here in everyone’s need. But behind the political career of Sudip Roy Barman, the contribution of his wife Pinaki Devi is notable. She is
a pious lady always cooperating with all the activities of her husband. She remains shadowed beneath the huge popular image of Sudip Roy Barman. Having nourished her children and taking care of all the members of the family she looks into every work of Sudip Dada. Staying stainless in terms of corruption as a political leader is tough, but the homely ambience and the determination of Sudip Babu made him a ‘Man of Resolution’.

Conclusion:
Common people of Tripura fondly call him ‘Hriday Samrat’(The Emperor Of Heart) and’Bandhu’(The Friend). It is a proverb that runs here:-
“When all doors are closed, hey man, go to his door and find it opened for 24x7 hours, you won’t return empty handed.”
A political leader having a huge experience in Parliamentary Democracy, such kind of reach to the grass root level among common masses, it is just phenomenal! To attain such kind of popularity is not possible for everyone. The empathetic heart and the compassionate works and his strength of resilience in political battle of Sudip Roy Barman established him indispensable for all the spheres of people of Tripura when so many delicate and benevolent qualities are found in the personality of Sudip Roy Barman, it becomes a bonanza to the followers & fans of this great political figure.
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